Using the natural connection equivalent to the SU (2) Yang-Mills instanton on the quaternionic Hopf fibration of S 7 over the quaternionic projective space notions like the Bures-metric, Uhlmann's connection, the hyperbolic structure for density matrices and anholonomic quantum computation are also pointed out.
I. Introduction
Since the advent of quantum computation the importance of quantum entanglement cannot be overestimated. Maximally entangled states have made their debut to physics via Bell-type inequalities [1] exemplifying measurable differences between classical and quantum predictions. Recently entangled states have become important via their basic use in quantum computation processes [2] , teleportation [3] , dense coding [4] , and quantum key distribution [5] . In the light of such applications it has become evident that quantifying entanglement and understanding its geometry is a problem of basic importance. Efforts have been made to quantify entanglement by introducing suitable measures for it [6, 7] . These approaches emphasize the difference between entangled and separable states by introducing measures usually related to the entropy of the states [8] . At the same time some authors have pointed out correspondences between the notion of entanglement and the basic geometry of the space of states . The space of states for spin-like systems with the composite Hilbert space H ≃ C n is CP n−1 the n − 1 dimensional complex projective space. Here the slicing of the space of states for submanifolds of fixed entanglement was introduced and illustrated [9, 10] . It was also shown how algebraic geometric ideas can be used to study two qubit entanglement within the framework of geometric quantum mechanics [11] . Recently in an interesting paper Mosseri and Dandoloff [12] used the quaternionic Hopf fibration to take another look at the problem of characterizing the geometry of two qubit entanglement. Their results have been generalized to three qubits by using the next Hopf fibration based on octonions [13] .
This paper can be regarded as a further development in understanding entenglement in geometric terms. For illustrativ purposes we take the simplest twoqubit case and use the convenient quaternionic representation [12] of two qubit entanglement. In this picture the two qubit Hilbert space is fibered over the foursphere S 4 which is isomorphic to HP 1 the one dimensional quaternionic projective space. This four-sphere is sliced to submanifolds of fixed entanglement. Our key idea is the observation that the quaternionic Hopf bundle can be equipped with a natural connection enabling a geometric means for comparing states belonging to submanifolds of different entanglement. This connection provides a splitting for vectors corresponding to entangled states to parts representing their horizontal and vertical components. Using this splitting a natural metric (the MannouryFubini-Study metric) is induced on HP 1 which is essentially the standard metric on the four spehere S 4 expressed in terms of stereographically projected coordinates. The geodesic distance with respect to this metric provides a natural tool for quantifying entanglement. This simple picture gives a further understanding of the results of Brody and Hughston [11] quantifying entanglement by the geodesic distance between the entangled state in question and the nearest separable state with respect to the standard Fubiny-Study metric on CP 3 . The important new ingredient of our paper is the possibility of using the non-Abelian geometric phase (the anholonomy of the natural connection) in obtaining a further insight to the geometry of two qubit entanglement. Our approach beeing interesting in its own right also gives an interesting application of the idea of holonomic quantum computation [14] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II. we briefly summarize some basic background material concerning two-qubit entanglement. In Section III. we reformulate the results of Mosseri et.al. on the Hopf fibering of the two qubit Hilbert space in a formalism convenient for our purposes. In Section IV.
we introduce our geometric structures, the connection and the metric. In Section V. using this formalism we show that the geodesic distance between an entangled state Ψ and the closest separable state is a convenient quantity characterizing entanglement. In fact this quantity is expressed in terms of the concurrence of the entangled state in question. The nearest and furthest separable states obtained by parallel transport with respect to the instanton connection are just the ones appearing in the Schmidt decomposition of Ψ. In Section VI. some examples showing the correspondence between the anholonomy of the natural connection , anholonomic quantum computation and entanglement via the geometric phase is shown. In Section VII. some connections with important notions like the Buresmetric and Uhlmann's connection for density matrices are also given. We also relate these notions to the hyperbolic structure of the space of reduced density matrices. The conclusions and some comments are left for Section VIII.
II. Two-qubit entanglement
In this section we summarize well-known results concerning two-particle purestate entanglement. Although formulas below are valid for wave functions of both particles belonging to a finite N dimensional Hilbert space H N , we have in mind the N = 2 case i.e. two qubits. As a starting point we write the two-particle wave function as
C αβ |αβ , |αβ ≡ |α 1 ⊗ |β 2 ,
where |α 1 and |β 2 are orthonormal bases for subsystems 1 and 2 and Ψ|Ψ = 1.
The pure state density matrix of the total system is ρ = |Ψ Ψ|. The reduced density matrices ρ 1 and ρ 2 characterizing the state of the system available to an observable capable of performing local manipulations merely on subsytem 1 respectively on subsystem 2 are given by the expressions
where it is understood that ρ 1 and ρ 2 are N × N matrices expressed in the base |α 1 and |β 2 respectively. The von Neumann entropy corresponding to the i-th subsystem is defined as
Using the fact that CC † and C † C are hermitian matrices having the same real nonzero eigenvalues one can see that S 1 = S 2 .
For maximally entangled states we have ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 1 N I where I is the N × N identity matrix. In this case from (2) and (3) it follows that C ∈ U (N ) and S = log 2 N , hence in particular for two qubits we have C ∈ U (2) and S = 1. For separable states we have C αβ = X α Y β , hence in this case |Ψ can be written in the product form |ψ ⊗ |ϕ . One can readily show that |Ψ is separable if and only if S = 0. Since for separable states the matrix C is a dyadic product of two vectors the partially traced density matrices and C are all of rank one. For the two-qubit N = 2 case it means that |Ψ is separable if and only if detC = 0. Separable and maximally entangled states are extremal in the sense that they give the minimum and maximum values for the von Neumann entropy. In between these cases lie states of intermediate entanglement characterized by the values 0 < S < log 2 N .
It is well-known that an arbitrary state |Ψ ∈ H N ⊗ H N expressed as in (1) can be transformed to the Schmidt form [15] 
by means of local unitary U (N ) × U (N ) transformations acting independently on the two subsystems. The nonnegative real numbers λ j are the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrices, hence they sum to one in accordance with the property Trρ 1,2 = 1. Notice that in the sum only the nonzero eigenvalues contribute which are the same for both reduced density matrices. The orthonormal states |j 1,2 can be obtained by finding the eigenvectors corresponding to the nonzero eigenvalues of the reduced density matrices ρ 1,2 .
Let us give explicit expressions for the N = 2 case! We write
Let us define the complex numbers
Then the reduced density matrices are
Due to the normalization condition Ψ|Ψ = 1 we have Trρ 1,2 = 1, moreover by virtue of (2) Detρ 1,2 =
The magnitude of w is the concurrence satisfying the relation 0 ≤ C ≡ |w| ≤ 1 [7] . It is obvious that for separable states one has C = 0. For maximally entangled states
hence C = |DetC| = 1. The eigenvalues of the reduced density matrices in terms of the concurrence read as
Using this result it is reasonable to define the entanglement of a two-qubit pure state |Ψ to be its von Neumann entropy [16] i.e.
Since C has the same range for its values and is monotonically related to E(Ψ), the concurrence can be regarded as a measure of entanglement in its own right.
Employing local U (2) × U (2) rotations our |Ψ can be transformed to the (4) Schmidt form i.e. we have
where λ 0,1 = λ +,− . Using this expression one can check that (see also [9] )
where D is the diagonal matrix containing the square root of the eigenvalues λ ± in its diagonal. Taking the magnitude of the determinant of the expression for C in
Eq. (11) shows that local transformations presereve the concurrence, hence they do not change the degree of entanglement. This observation fulfills our expectations that entanglement can be changed only by global (i.e. U (4) transformations).
III. Entanglement and the quaternionic Hopf fibration
According to Equation (5) the set of normalized states is characterized by the constraint |a| 2 + |b| 2 + |c| 2 + |d| 2 = 2 (recall our convention of pulling out a factor
from the expansion coefficients of |Ψ ), is the seven-sphere S 7 . The basic observation of [12] is that for understanding the geometry of two-qubit entanglement it is useful to fibre S 7 over the four dimensional sphere S 4 by employing the second Hopf-fibration. Moreover, it is convenient to introduce quaternionic notation for our basic quantities since the geometry of this fibration then easily described. Let us represent an element of S 7 by the quaternionic spinor, i.e. let
The quaternionic units i, j and k with squares equal to −1 satisfy the usual relations ij = −ji = k plus similar ones obtained by employing cyclic permutations of the symbols ijk. In this way an arbitrary quaternion q ∈ H can be expressed as a pair of complex numbers
where the components q l , l = 1, 2, 3, 4 are real numbers. The conjugate quaternion q is obtained by changing the signs in front of the terms containing i, j and
Recall also that due to the noncommutativity of quaternionic multiplication we have qp = (p)(q), and the norm squared of a quaternion q is defined as the real number |q| 2 = qq. Now we are ready to define the second Hopf fibration by the map π as follows
where
are Cartesian coordinates for S 4 (summation for repeated indices is understood).
Since 2u 1 u 0 = (c+dj)(a + bj) = (c+dj)(a −jb) = z +wj the Cartesian coordinates for S 4 can be expressed in terms of the quantities defined in (6) characterizing twoqubit entanglement, i.e. we have
The basic result of [12] was that the mapping π is entanglement sensitive. In this formalism this result is easily reproduced by noticing that submanifolds of The relationship between base and fiber (i.e. the twisting of the bundle) is just the entanglement of the two qubits. A natural way of describing this twisting is via the means of introducing a connection on our bundle. Luckily for the second Hopf fibration we have a canonical connection the properties of which has been described in many places (see e.g. [17, 18] ). This connection is equivalent to the instanton connection well-known to physicists. Moreover, it can be related to a metric on HP 1 ≃ S 4 which is the quaternionic counterpart of the complex FubiniStudy metric on CP 1 ≃ S 2 . Our next task is to describe these quantities, and relate them to our basic ones of Section II. describing the phenomenon of two-qubit entanglement.
IV. Sections, connections, and metrics
First we introduce for two quaternionic spinors |v and |u the scalar product
Notice that right multiplication of our spinors with the nonzero quaternion q yields the expression vq|uq = q v|u q. What is interesting for us is that two important geometric quantities can be defined on the space of normalized quaternionic spinors S 7 which pull back naturally to the base space HP 1 ≃ S 4 , the metric and the connection. The first of these is related to the transition probability | v|u | 2 and the second to the transition amplitude v|u [18] .
Indeed an invariant distance
between two not identical, nonorthogonal quaternionic spinors representing entangled states can be defined. It is related to the distance along the geodesic connecting the points π(|v ) and π(|u ), representing the corresponding states in HP 1 , with respect to the metric which is the obvious quaternionic generalization of the well-known Fubini-Study metric. By using local coordinates
on an open set U ⊂ HP 1 parametrizing our spinor |u and putting dl = ∆ it is defined by the relation
Here it is understood that this equality is valid only up to terms higher than second order in the change of local coordinates.
Moreover, since our entangled states are defined up to right multiplication with a unit quaternion it would be desirable to define a means for comparing the "quaternionic phases" of states of different entanglement. For the rule of comparing "phases" we adopt the definition that, two such states are "in phase"
if u + du|u = 1 up to second order terms in du (the quaternionic analogue of the so called Pancharatnam connection [19] ). By introducing the quantity
to be used later this rule can be restated as Γ = 0 up to a second order term.
In order to enable an explicit construction we have to chose a section for our bundle. This means that we have to adopt a choice for |u ∈ S 7 parametrized by points of S 4 . If the bundle is nontrivial the best we can do is to chose local sections. We chose the section
with= 1. In this parametrization we have x = u 1 (u 0 ) −1 hence it is valid on the coordinate patch U characterized by the constraint u 0 = 0. Using this section we can pull back the (19) metric and (20) 
Here Imq = 1 2 (q − q) is the imaginary part of an arbitrary quaternion q. (Similarly the real part of q is defined by Req = 1 2 (q + q).) The quantity
is an sp(1) ≃ su(2)-valued one-form (non-Abelian gauge-field) equivalent to the standard SU (2) instanton with self-dual curvature and second Chern-number C 2 = 1 [17] [18] . Notice that according to Eq. (20), Pancharatnam connection (Γ = 0) yields a condition for parallel translation of quaternionic phases. Indeed, using Eq.
(23) with a suitable boundary condition we obtain the usual differential equation of parallel transport. For a curve C lying entirely in U with initial and end points being q(0) = 1 and q(τ ), we obtain the standard path ordered solution
Observe that our coordinates x = x 1 +x 2 i+x 3 j+x 4 k used in the (21) section are related to the Cartesian coordinates ξ = ξ 1 + ξ 2 i + ξ 2 j + ξ 4 k and ξ 0 as
Indeed, the coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) are obtained from stereographically projecting the sphere S 4 from its south pole to R 4 ∪ {∞}. It is straightforward to check in these coordinates that dl 
Hence in terms of the concurrence C (or alternatively R) and these polar coordinates we have for the line element on the base space S 4 the expression
where w = |w|e i arg w = Ce iχ . For separable states we have C = 0, hence this line element is reduced to dΩ the one for the two-sphere S 2 corresponding to one of our separate qubits in the base. For maximally entangled states we have R = 0 then the line element characterizing our base qubit reduces to the one of a circle
The other qubit in all cases is associated with the fiber of unit quaternions. The relationship between the two qubits associated with the base and fiber in all cases can be described by parallel transport with respect to the connection Γ . To gain some insight into this relationship as a first step we have to express the pull-back one form A in terms of our complex coordinates z and w.
For this we combine Eqs. (17) and (26) ) can be expressed as
Moreover, since the sum of the squared magnitudes of ξ and ξ 0 equals one it is useful to represent them as
with 0 ≤ θ < π The parametrization ξ = sin θp, ξ 0 = cos θ with p ∈ S 3 corresponds to introducing polar coordinates for S 4 . However unlike for the usual parametrization we favour z and w more than θ hence we express it in terms of these quantities as θ = arcsin( |z| 2 + |w| 2 ). In this parametrization containing quantities characterizing the entanglement properties of our qubits the section of Eq. (21) reads as
where ± (∓) corresponds to sections over the northern or southern hemispheres.
Since p, q ∈ Sp (1) i.e. they are quaternionic phases, the parametrization in terms of θ and the pair (p, q) is of the same form as the well-known parametrization of a complex spinor associated with the Bloch-sphere. However, the second equality also shows the meaning of these parameters in terms of the entanglement parameters. Comparing Eq. (31) with Eq. (12) we realize that on the open set U we can always chose a section for which our parameter b equals zero. For later use
here we also remark that in this (b = 0) parametrization a formula between our complex parameters z, w and ζ of Eq. (6) holds
Expressing our (24) instanton gauge-potential in terms of the complex coordinates z and w we obtain on U the expression
We note that for another coordinate patch V with u 1 = 0 we would obtain an Sp(1) gauge-transformed expression for A [18] . From Eq. (33) we see that for separable states (w = 0) A defined on the submanifold S 2 (the boundary of the unit ball B 3 ) of S 4 has the form
which is the U (1) gauge potential of a magnetic monopole with pole strength 
V. The geometrical meaning of the Schmidt decomposition
According to Eqs. (22) and (23) 
where |u(s) ≡ d ds |u(s) . Right multiplication by a unit quaternion q(s) leaves invariant the projector Q(s), but |u(s) transforms to |u(s) q(s) + |u(s) q(s). However, since Q(s)|u(s) = 0 we see that dl 2 is gauge invariant hence it can be used to define the length of the "shadow" curve π(C) in S 4 of an arbitrary curve
Moreover, notice that expression (35) is also reparametrization invariant.
Now we can characterize geodesics in S 4 in the following way. Geodesics in S 4 are those curves π(C) through π(|u(s 1 ) ) and π(|u(s 2 ) ) for which the following reparametrization and gauge invariant functional
is stationary. The variation of a similar functional for the complex case and the derivation of the geodesics was already given in Ref. [20] . For the quaternionic case the same steps has to be taken with the important difference that quaternions do not commute so we have to be careful in grouping terms. However, since the variation δL[C] is a real number it can be represented as the integral of the real part of a quaternion depending on s. Luckily we can cyclically permute the quaternionic entries under the operation of taking the real part (it is just the operation of taking the trace when we interpret the quaternions as two-by-two matrices) so the derivation is a straightforward excercise of following the steps described on pages of 220-223 of Ref. [20] . The result is the following. Using gauge invariance we can find a solution |u(s) with initial vector |u i = |u(0) to the geodesic equation on S 7 which is horizontal i.e. parallel transported along the geodesic π(|u(s) ) with initial point π(|u i ) in S 4 . Moreover, exploiting the reparametrization invariance it is affinely parametrized i.e. ||u(s)|| is constant along C ⊂ S 7 . Such affine parametrizations are unique up to linear inhomogeneous changes in s, for convenience we chose the parametrization for which ||u(s) || = 1 4 . In particular a geodesic C starting from |v which is the horizontal lift of the shadow geodesic π(C) connecting π(|v ) and some other point π(|u ) is of the form |u(s) = cos
and
Notice that in Eq. (39) in accordance with our conventions the quaternionic phase multiply the state |u from the right. It is now understood that as was claimed in
Eq. (18) ∆ is the geodesic distance between the points π(|v and π(|u .
Having the geodesic distance at our disposal, let us now define the measure of entanglement as the distance between an arbitrary entangled state and the separable state nearest to it. This idea has already been proposed and illustrated in [11] for the case of two qubits using algebraic geometric methods on the state space CP 3 . This space can be regarded as the base for an abelian U (1) fibration of S 7 hence it gives rise to an alternative parametrization for submanifolds of fixed entanglement. However in contrast to [11] , when using instead the Hopf fibration of S 7 the fiber is the non-Abelian group Sp(1) of quaternionic phases making it possible for the two qubits to reside in different spaces, the base and the fiber respectively. The relationship between the qubits, i.e. their entanglement is measured by the twisting of the bundle. Hence it is instructive to see by giving an alternative proof, how naturally this measure of entanglement is encoded into the structure of the Hopf bundle.
In order to see this first we chose a representative |u of our entangled state in the (31) form with q = 1 and for the unknown separable state in the similar
form. This representative has b = d = 0 hence C = 0, moreover it is already of the form of our standard section valid on U. We have to find the nearest separable state to |u , meaning we have to determine σ and ϕ as a function of the entanglement coordinates z and w. In order to do this we have to maximize the expression |z| sin σ to be maximized with respect to changes in σ. As one can check this quantity is maximal provided tan σ = |z| cos θ . Hence separable states |v nearest to our entangled state |u labelled by the complex numbers z and w are characterized by the angles
Using these angles in Eq. (41) we obtain for the distance ∆ uv the important formula cos
Comparing our result with Eq. (8) we see that the value appearing in (43) is precisely the eigenvalue λ + of the reduced density matrix also appearing in the Schmidt decomposition. Moreover, it is easy to see that the distance of our |u from the state |v ′ orthogonal to |v (this state is antipodal to |v in S 4 ) is related to the other eigenvalue λ − . Hence the (9) von-Neumann entropy as a measure of entanglement is just a special combination of lengths for the shorter and the longer segments of the geodesic linking our entangled state π(|u ) to the surface
What is the meaning of the separable state |v nearest to the entangled state |u ? It is just the quaternionic representative of one of the states |j 1 (j = 0, 1) in the (10) Schmidt decomposition. In order to see this we have to diagonalize the reduced density matrices ρ 1 and ρ 2 of Eq. (7). First we write these matrices in the form
where the coordinates ξ µ are defined in Eq. (17), similarly η µ is defined by the other Hopf fibration with the roles of b and c in (12) exchanged. Note also that from the five components of these vectors only the first three is used. We introduce the notation for these vectors
where σ and ϕ turn out to be precisely the quantities of (42), and the ones τ and ǫ are defined by replacing in (42) the coordinate z by ζ of Eq. (6). In order to see this notice that v and t are elements of the unit ball B 3 i.e. we have |v| = |t| = 1 − |w| 2 ≤ 1, and ξ 0 = cos θ = ± 1 − |z| 2 − |w| 2 . In order to diagonalize the reduced density matrices we have to diagonalize vσ and tσ. It is well-known that there is no global only local diagonalization of this problem over B 3 . The reason for this is the fact that the eigenstates of these operators form a nontrivial fibration over B 3 related to the first (complex) Hopf fibration.
Local sections are well-known from studies concerning the geometric phase hence we merely refer to the result [19] . Eigensections of ρ 1 and ρ 2 corresponding to the eigenvalue λ + of (8) 
For the eigensections belonging to the eigenvalue λ − we have
Looking at Eq. (46) we immediately see that the first vector |v regarded as a quaternion is precisely |v nearest to |u .
Now the question arises:
what is the meaning of |t the Schmidt vector representing one of the orthonormal vectors |j 2 (j = 0, 1) used for the other qubit? In the quaternionic notation we know that this vector resides in the fiber of the Hopf fibration, hence we shoud be able to recover it from the holonomy of our connection. In the following we will show that the representative of |t is the unit quaternion Q obtained by parallel transporting our entangled vector |u ∈ S 7 with respect to the instanton connection along the geodesic segment between π(|u ) and π(|v ) representing the closest separable state.
In order to prove this first we represent our entangled state in the (31) form with q = 1, hence its matrix
and the diagonal matrix D of Eq. (11) has the following form
Likewise using (46) and (47) the unitary matrices U and V diagonalizing on U the reduced density matrices ρ 1 and ρ 2 are of the form |w/z| 
to be used later. A quick check for the phase of (50) is given by relation (32) giving ǫ ≡ arg ζ = arg w/z which is confirmed by Eq. (50) too.
Let |Φ 1 ≡ |v where |v is the (40) separable state a representative of the states over π(|v )! We know that the point π(|v ) is the nearest one to π(|u ).
Consider now the (37) unique horizontal geodesic passing through the antipodal separable states |v and |v ′ where the state |Φ 2 = |v ′ is defined by Eqs. (38-39).
This horizontal geodesic in S 7 is also passing through the state |u u|v | u|v | which is apart from a quaternionic phase is our entangled state we have started with.
Explicitly we have the relation 
where P is the quaternionic phase transforming |v ′ to |v ⊥ having the (47) standard form. In order to show that it is indeed the Schmidt decomposition we have to show that the quaternionic phase Q is somehow representing the other qubit in the Schmidt decomposition belonging to the fiber. In other words we have to
show that the vector |t of (46) 
Since according to Ref. [12] a generic state |ψ Q in the fiber is defined as Q ≡ |ψ Q = c 0 |0 Q + c 1 |1 Q where the orthogonal states |0 Q and |1 Q are related to the choice Q = 1 and Q = j respectively, the correspondence between Q and |t is established. Alternatively the reader can check by calculating |v Q and then identifying the parameters a, b, c, d using (12) and (5) that this quaternionic spinor represents the separable state
Based on these considerations we have the following geometrical representa- 
VI. Geometric phases
We have seen that the instanton connection on the Hopf fibration plays a vital role for the geometrical description of entanglement for two qubits. A further interesting possibility to explore is to look at the non-Abelian (an)holonomy of the instanton connection, and reinterpret the results in the language of entanglement.
For this purpose we have to somehow generate closed curves in the base manifold S 4 and calculate the quaternionic phases picked up by an initial quaternionic spinor after completing a circuit. Reinterpreting these spinors as entangled states the result of this non-Abelian parallel transport will be some final entangled state with very different form but the same concurrence. For different loops we obtain different anholonomy matrices, that can serve as quantum gates. This process is called anholonomic quantum computation [14] .
However, S 4 is sliced to submanifolds of fixed entanglement, and we know that for separable states the anholonomy of the connection is Abelian. Therefore interesting curves generating non-abelian anholonomy are the ones not restricted to the S 2 submanifold with concurrence C = 0. Moreover, a look at the (33) expression of A we see that the states characterized by the condition |z| = 0 describe another two-sphere S 2 ⊂ S 4 , with another monopole-like gauge-field on it. According to Ref. [12] states with |z| = 0 are the ones with trivial Schmidt decomposition. For curves lying in the submanifold of these states the holonomy is again Abelian.
Let us suppose then that we have a curve C lying entirely in U ⊂ S 4 not belonging to any of the submanifolds described above. In this case we have to calculate the quaternionic phase q[C] as given by formula
A more managable form for q[C] can be given by dividing the loop C into N segments characterized by the N points ξ 0 , ξ 1 , . . . ξ N = ξ 0 ∈ U ⊂ S 4 . These points represent a whole family of gauge equivalent entangled states belonging to the fiber.
Let P n ≡ P (ξ n ) = |u(ξ n ) u(ξ n )| be the projectors represented by the quaternionic spinors |u n parametrized by the coordinates ξ n . It is clear that P n is independent of the choice of representatives. By using u(ξ n+1 )|u(ξ n ) ∼ I − A(ξ n ) + . . . one can show that [21] |u(ξ 0 ) Pe
Notice that Eq. (57) can also be understood in the following way. Given a curve Hence in order to describe curves in S 4 we have to characterize a one parameter family of rank one quaternionic projectors P (t). These are two-by-two quaternion-Hermitian matrices consisting of a single dyadic product of quaternionic spinors. It is easy to see that such projectors are of the form
where ξ µ ∈ S 4 and the 2 × 2 quaternion-Hermitian matrices Γ µ , µ = 0, . . . 4 are defined as
In order to prove this note that {Γ µ , Γ ν } = 2Iδ µν , hence P 2 = P . One can also prove that we have
which is just another way of describing the (15) quaternionic Hopf fibration. Using this we have u|P |u = 1, i.e. P = |u u|. Using the (21) section one can obtain an explicit formula for P in terms of x. By virtue of the (26) correspondence between ξ and x we get Eq. (58) as we have claimed.
We know that the anholonomy of the instanton connection representing the parallel transport of entangled states is described by Eq. (57) with P (ξ) given by (58). However, it is desirable to simplify (57) by restricting our attention to a subclass of curves of the form P (t) = U (t)P U † (t), where P is a fixed projector representing the initial entangled state in [Γ µ , Γ ν ] and α µν = −α νµ are real parameters.
For a closed loop we should have P (2π) = P (0). Now suppose we have an initial entangled state |u ∈ S 7 corresponding to the projector P = |u u| and a closed loop P (t) = U (t)P U † (t) satisfying P (2π) = P (0) = P . This loop is defined by some choice for the real parameters α µν . Then we have the formula ( Proposition 7.4 of [22] )
where P = P (ξ 0 ), and the quaternionic matrix norm is ||B|| 2 = T r H (B † B). Using this result we obtain our final formula |u Pe
where |u ≡ |u(ξ 0 ) is the quaternionic spinor representing our initial entangled state.
As an explicit example we take
meaning the real parameters are chosen as α 13 = cos κ and α 14 = − sin κ. One can check that 4S 2 = −I hence U (t) = e tS = cos(t/2) + sin(t/2)2S. Using this we have U (2π) = −I meaning P (2π) = P (0) for any initial projector. Hence for changing values for κ we obtain a parametrized family of loops C κ .
Let us chose the initial state to be the maximally entangled Bell-state
Since this vector is the eigenvector of the matrix Γ 3 the initial projector is P = P (ξ 0 ) = 1 2 (I + Γ 3 ). This means that the initial vector ξ 0 ∈ S 4 for our loop C κ has components ξ 0µ = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0). Straightforward calculation shows that
Putting these results into Eq. (62) we get the result
Hence after parallel transporting the Bell state |u along C it will pick up a quaternionic phase of the form 
hence for the loop C π/6 we obtain up to a sign another Bell state.
We have not clarified the nature of our loops C κ , 0 ≤ κ ≤ 2π yet. In order to do this we write out explicitly U (t) as
and calculate the matrix
Straightforward calculation shows that the family of curves C κ in S 4 is given by
Noticing that ξ 0 = 0 we see that our family of loops lies in the equator of S 4 which is a three-sphere S 3 . Moreover, recalling Eq. (17) we see that z(t; κ) = sin t cos κ and w(t; κ) = cos
. Using C = |w| the concurrence as a function of t and κ can be determined
We see that the loops visit submanifolds of different entanglement, except for the case κ = we have merely 14 rotations not changing the ξ 3 = w = 1 constraint characterizing our initial Bell state. On the other hand for κ = 0 we have 13 rotations. In this case we have z(t) = sin t and w(t) = cos t hence C = | cos t|. This loop starting from the maximally entangled submanifold then crosses the separable surface at t = π 2 meeting the maximally entangled surface again at t = π and gets back to the separable surface at t = Since S 4 ≃ SO(5)/SO(4) (i.e. SO(5) acts transitively on S 4 ) we can also consider more general loops generated by SO(5) rotations. Such loops are generated by an S also containing terms of the form α 0l Γ 0 Γ k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4. There is also the possibility of considering loops generated by ordinary SO(3) rotations.
However, the structure of SO(3) orbits on S 4 is more complicated. For the details of these orbits see Ref.
[23], here we merely give the (skew-Hermitian) SO (3) generators needed to generate such loops
One can check that the usual relations [J j , J k ] = ǫ jkm J m hold. It is now clear that using an explicit form for S and employing formula (61) one can calculate the anholonomy of an arbitrary entangled state represented by a fixed projector P for loops regarded as SO(n) orbits (n = 3, 4, 5) of the form P (t) = U (t)P U † (t).
It is now obvious that if we have a means of generating a prescribed set of closed loops on HP 1 ≃ S 4 through an entangled state of fixed concurrence then we can associate to this loop an SU (2) anholonomy matrix. Moreover, this correspondence between loops and anholonomy matrices can be useful in building one-qubit gates in the spirit of anholonomic quantum computation [14] . Due to the geometric nature of these gates, quantum information processing is expected to be fault tolerant.
With this possibility in sight the question arises: how to generate loops on HP 1 ? The first possibility is the case of adiabatic evolution. For this one can consider the parametrized family of 2 × 2 quaternion-Hermitian Hamiltonians H(ξ) = Γ µ ξ µ reinterpreted as 4 × 4 complex-Hermitian Hamiltonians with two Kramers degenerate doublets [24] . Note, however that unlike in Ref.
[24] now we have to regard H(ξ) as a parametrized family of Hamiltonians coupling two qubits. In this picture we can view the entangled states as a parametrized family of eigenstates (eigensections) of these Hamiltonians.
In order to be more explicit we write H(ξ) in the form
In this way we have made a mapping from S 4 to the space of real traceless symmetric 3 × 3 matrices satisfying
TrX 2 = 1 i.e. to the space of unit quadrupoles.
H(X) are precisely the quadrupole Hamiltonians studied by Avron et.al in Ref.
[24]. However, now these Hamiltonians have a different interpretation. We are not regarding these operators as describing a spin quaternion unitary matrix U (t) and a T ∈ R for which we have
We can specify such a U (t) by giving its quaternion skew-Hermitian generator S.
A nice example of this kind is given by the choice
for an η µ (t) defining a closed loop (η µ (T ) = η µ (0)) in another four sphere S 4 η .
Hence U (t) is a Sp(2) ≃ Spin(5) rotation of the form U (t) = e S(t) with α µν (t) ≡ (η µ (t)η ν (t) − η ν (t)η µ (t)). It is important not to mix the four-sphere S It is easy to show that the time evolution operator along the curve
is precisely the operator of parallel transport along π(C ′ ) = C ⊂ U ⊂ HP 1 i.e. we have [18] Pe
where P (t) is the projector belonging to the quadrupole operator H(η(t)) = H(X(t)) = Γ µ η µ (t) (the relationship between X mn and η µ is of the same form as in (75)). Note however, that unlike in the adiabatic case |u (0) is not an eigenvector of the instantaneous Hamiltonian corresponding to S(t). The evolution is nonadiabatic and cyclic. Since the dynamical phase [19] is just the integral of u(t)|S(t)|u(t) ≡ 0 where |u(t) are the instantaneous eigenstates of H(t), the anholonomy of the evolution is purely geometric. Hence we see that quadrupole-like
Hamiltonians are capable of generating closed curves via the standard Schrödinger type of evolution (both adiabatic and nonadiabatic) in the stratification manifold of two-qubits, enabling an implementation for anholonomic quantum computation. The quantum gates obtained in this way are anholonomy transformations of the instanton connection our basic entity governing the entanglement properties of two qubits.
VII. Density matrices
We have seen that the base space of our fibration is S 4 which is parametrized by the reduced density matrix ρ 1 of Eq. (7) . In this section we want to make this statement more precise. As we see from Eq. (44) the space of density matrices is the three dimensional unit ball B 3 . The relationship between B 3 and S 4 is clarified by Eq. (28) which shows that the line element on S 4 is a combination of a line element on B 3 of the form
and the line element of a circle S 
where ρ and ω are density matrices. Indeed, by restricting our attention to 2 × 2 density matrices for the infinitesimal form of (79) we obtain the relation [27] 
Parametrizing ρ as in the first expressions of (44) and (45) and recalling that Detρ = C 2 /4 we obtain (79). Hence the line element on S 4 is of the form
where M 2 (k) denotes the manifold of rank k matrices in M 2 .
For the nonsingular case DetΛ = (11)) the mapping f 2 :
is a principal bundle with U (2) fiber. There is a subbundle B 2 of this bundle defined by the constraint χ ≡ 0, i.e. DetΛ ∈ R + . As one can check B 2 is an SU (2) ≃ Sp(1) bundle over IntB 3 . This bundle will turn out to be important in the following considerations.
For the singular case it was proved in Ref. [28] that we have M 2 (1) ≃ S 3 × U(1) S 3 hence we have an imbedding of the complex Hopf bundle into M 2 (1).
This is just the precise mathematical statement of the observation in [12] that in this case the quaternionic Hopf fibration can be "iterated" to include the complex Hopf fibration. Moreover, in the light of this result it is not surprising that we have obtained in Section IV. the magnetic monopole connection (the canonical connection on the complex Hopf bundle) on this stratum.
An interesting topic to discuss here is the relationship between Uhlmann's connection for parallel transport for mixed states [29] and our connection governing the entanglement properties of our qubits. Uhlmann introduced "amplitudes" of density matrices. In our case these are just the matrices Λ 1 and Λ 2 purifying two different nonsingular reduced density matrices ρ and ω. It is understood that ρ and ω correspond to the reduced density matrices of two different entangled states with coordinates z 1,2 , w 1,2 and concurrences C 1,2 = 0. This means that we have
According to Uhlmann two such amplitudes are parallel iff
It was also shown that on M 2 (2) this parallel transport law is implemented by a connection form A satisfying
Following Ref. [28] it is straightforward to check that Uhlmann's connection A on the subbundle B 2 is just our A instanton connection. First we take the trace of 
Here we have taken into account Tr(C † C) = 2 and the restriction Tr(A) = 0 which is valid on the subbundle B 2 [28] . Now writing out A = Im u|du as a pure imaginary quaternion-valued one form in the quaternionic notation of (12) Uhlmann's parallel transport for density matrices.
In the following we would like to make some comments on the conformal structure of our metric on S 4 . Let us consider first the line element dl Hence the space of density matrices can be given a hyperbolic structure. In this hyperbolic structure separable states are infinitely far away (i.e. on the boundary ∂B 3 ) from the maximally entangled ones. This observation has already been made in a different context by Ungar in his study of gyrovector spaces and the geometry of 2 ×2 density matrices [30] . We can take one step more by realizing that the (28) line element for the four-sphere can also be given a conformal form after noticing
we have
This means that conformally we have
Notice that for this conformal equivalence we had to remove the boundary of B i.e. the separable states. We can also understand Eq. (89) by looking at the standard line element on R 4 , dl
are just the stereographically projected coordinates of (26) . Let r, and χ be polar coordinates on the x 3 − x 4 plane. According to (26) this plane is just the one corresponding to our complex coordinate w = ξ 3 + iξ 4 = Ce iχ . Then we can write
The metric (dr
2 )/r 2 is the hyperbolic Poincaré metric of the upper half space U 3 which can also be mapped to the B 3 Poincaré ball [31] . The metric on U 3 is singular at r = 0 (separable states), hence we have the identification
After stereographic projection the left hand side is conformally equivalent to the four sphere S 4 , and the right hand side by making use of the topological equivalence of U 3 and B 3 is just B 3 × S 1 .
Closing this section as an interesting application of these ideas we calculate the geodesic distance between two entangled states |Ψ and |Φ represented by the quaternionic spinors |u and |v . These spinors map to points ξ µ and η ν µ, ν = 0, 1, . . . 4 of S 4 via the projection of the Hopf fibration. The first three components of the vectors ξ µ and η ν we denote by the vectors u and v. We relate as usual the remaning components to the concurrences as ξ 3 + iξ 4 = C 1 e iχ 1 and
We denote the reduced density matrices corresponding to |u and |v by ̺ and ω. Then the transition probability related to the (18) geodesic distance between our entangled states is given by the formula
as can be checked by using the (58) form of our projectors and the Clifford algebra properties of the Γ matrices. For the subbundle B 2 characterized by the constraint χ 1 = χ 2 = 0 this expression according to Ref. [28] 
where γ t is obtained by the addition law of velocities for u and v in special relativity (the cosine theorem of hyperbolic geometry [30] ). As a special case for the subbundle B 2 and for states with χ 1 = χ 2 we obtain the formula of Ref. [32] for the Bures fidelity amenable for a nice interpretation in hyperbolic trigonometry.
VIII. Conclusions
In this paper we related the basic quantities of two-qubit entanglement to the geometrical structure of the quaternionic Hopf fibration. The entangled state was represented by an element of the bundle space S 7 . One of our qubits was as- We examined the anholonomy properties realized by quaternionic geometric phases for the two-qubit entangled states. We have shown that for quadrupole-like
Hamiltonians we can generate closed curves using the standard Schrödinger type of evolutions (both adiabatic and non-adiabatic) in the stratification manifold of two qubits. These evolutions enable an implementation for anholonomic quantum computation. For a specific family of curves we explicitly constructed the anholonomy transformations corresponding to a special class of quantum gates.
By looking at the total space S 7 of our fibration as the space of purifications for our reduced density matrices we have started working out a dictionary between the non-Abelian SU (2) geometric phase governing the entanglement of our qubits and Uhlmann's law of parallel transport for purifications over the manifold of density matrices. The space of such purifications forms a startification,
i.e. a collection of fibre bundles. These bundles provide the natural geometrical setting for a deeper understanding of the results of Ref. [12] . We have shown how the Bures distance between reduced density matrices is related to the geodesic distance between entangled states. We have also reformulated the known relationship between the instanton connection and Uhlmann's connection from the viewpoint of two-qubit entanglement. Based on results of Ungar et.al we made connection with the geometric data of the Hopf fibration, entanglement, and the hyperbolic geometry of the space of reduced density matrices.
It would be interesting to see whether the usefulness of quaternions is merely a specific property of two qubit entanglement or it can be generalized for other entangled quantum systems. In the context of quaternionic quantum mechanics, or merely as a convenient representation we can consider the higher quaternionic
Hopf fibrations π : S 4n+3 → HP n with again an Sp(1) fiber. The connection and metric used here can be generalized and has already been discussed elsewhere [19] . In this case one can use n + 1 component quaternionic vectors somehow representing entangled states. However, the structure of these bundles should be only capable of incorporating the twisting of merely one qubit (belonging to the fiber) with respect to some other (possibly also entangled) state represented by the base degree of freedom. The other possibility to utilize the nontrivial fibre bundle structure as a geometric representation for quantum entanglement is to consider spin bundles , based on higher dimensional Clifford algebras. In particular the 2 n dimensional spin bundles over 2n dimensional spheres seems to be promising.
For the n = 2 case we get essentially the Hopf fibration. For the general case the fibre is SU (2 n−1 ), and the tensor product structure of higher dimensional Γ matrices hints a possible use for understanding a special subclass of entangled systems in the language of higher dimensional monopoles as connections on such bundles. Apart from the fact whether these expectations are realized or not we hope that we have convinced the reader that the quaternionic Hopf fibration with its instanton connection is tailor made to unveil the basic structure of two-qubit entanglement.
